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March 13, 2017
African’s largest cargo operator, Ethiopian Airlines, has won ‘Cargo Airline Award for Network
Development’ at the tenth anniversary of the Brussels Airport Aviation Awards held on March
9, 2017.
The Network Development Awards are presented to airlines that have developed new routes or
achieved a remarkable growth in passengers or cargo. As a result, the ‘Network Development
Award Cargo Airline’ award was awarded to Ethiopian Cargo in recognition to the commitment
of the airline to rapidly expand its cargo network and for becoming the largest cargo airline at
Brussels Airport in just 6 months period.

Ethiopian Group CEO Mr. Tewolde GebreMariam remarked, "We are very pleased to be the
winner of such a prestigious award. The award boosts our energy to serve our customers’ air
cargo needs better. Ethiopian Cargo Services connects African Economies with the rest of the
world in import of Industrial Goods and Export of commodities which are both the engine of
the socio Economic Development in today’s highly globalized world. With Six (6) new and
modern B-777F and two (2) B-757F all cargo airplanes complemented by the vast network of

belly hold capacity on our passenger wide body airplanes, Ethiopian Cargo is currently the
largest cargo airline in the continent of Africa. We are grateful to our dedicated cargo team, our
Global cargo customers and particularly to our Belgian partners who have made our cargo Hub
in Europe a resounding success.
With the inauguration of the largest and the most modern Cargo terminal in Africa, with annual
cargo capacity of 600 thousand tons, in the coming couple of months; we will transform Addis
Ababa as one of the best Cargo Hubs in the air cargo industry.”

Ever since the first cargo charter operation was launched to Nairobi in 1946 and the boom of
agriculture export products out of Ethiopia, Ethiopian Cargo Services has been steadily growing.
With our six Boeing 777- 200LRF freighters and two Boeing 757-260 freighters, we serve 36
cargo destinations in Africa, the Gulf, the Middle East, Asia and Europe with an average daily
uplift of 650 tons on top of the belly hold capacity to over 90 destinations in our network with
daily average uplift of 150 tons.
In line with the Vision 2025, Ethiopian Cargo is building one of the largest and most modern
cargo terminals in the world with an annual capacity of 1.2 million tons and planning to serve
47 destinations using 18 freighter aircraft. Ethiopian Cargo is also automating its entire cargo
business process with one of the best Cargo IT systems (SITA Champ Cargo Spot) with the aim
of providing the most efficient air cargo services within, to and from Africa.

About Ethiopian
Ethiopian Airlines (Ethiopian) is the fastest growing Airline in Africa. In its seven decades of operation,
Ethiopian has become one of the continent’s leading carriers, unrivalled in efficiency and operational
success.
Ethiopian commands the lion’s share of the pan-African passenger and cargo network operating the
youngest and most modern fleet to more than 90 international destinations across five continents.
Ethiopian fleet includes ultra-modern and environmentally friendly aircraft such as Airbus A350, Boeing
787, Boeing 777-300ER, Boeing 777-200LR, Boeing 777-200 Freighter, Bombardier Q-400 double cabin
with an average fleet age of five years. In fact, Ethiopian is the first airline in Africa to own and operate
these aircraft.
Ethiopian is currently implementing a 15-year strategic plan called Vision 2025 that will see it become
the leading aviation group in Africa with seven business centers: Ethiopian Domestic and Regional
Airline; Ethiopian International Passenger Airline; Ethiopian Cargo; Ethiopian MRO; Ethiopian Aviation
Academy; Ethiopian In-flight Catering Services; and Ethiopian Ground Service. Ethiopian is a multi-award
winning airline registering an average growth of 25% in the past seven years.
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